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The topic for this issue is 
                                   any of the four elements of earth, air, fire, or water.

nimbostratus
a black swan lands
on the lake

Martha Magenta - UK

match strike
a sudden whisper
of truth

Tiffany Shaw-Diaz - USA

a mist stretches 
from shore to shore
concrete bridge

Jan Dobb - Australia

balloon flight
a pink cloud
at my fingertips

Marta Chocilowska - Poland

dolphins leap
and dive
west wind

Joanna M. Weston - Canada

fog scent -
tangerine peels
in the fireplace

Angiola Inglese - Italy



beach stone
my hands fill
with sea water

Andy McLellan - UK

flying embers . . .
wishing to live
differently 

Angelo B. Ancheta - Philippines 

water lanterns
her memories return
in little flickers 

Hazel Hall - Australia

spectrum of love . . .
purple missing 
from the rainbow

Kumarendra Mallick - India

clothing her
to the last petal 
harmattan winds

Celestine Nudanu - Ghana 

cloudburst
the kachina 
keeps dancing

Pat Davis - USA 



a moonbow
above the waterfall
arrows of geese

Debbie Strange - Canada

polished brass
an icy wind
scats the alley

Joshua Gage - USA

perfume -
the first drops of rain
on parched land

Ingrid Baluch - Pakistan

winter wind
a scatter of earth
over small bones

John Hawkhead - UK

harbour boat 
awaiting the tide
a sand eel

Mike Gallagher - Ireland 

morning fog
the mockingbird's
damp song

Ken Olson - USA



hobby farm
the wheelbarrow fills
with winter rain

Susan Constable - Canada

cirrus moon
a snow pebble
in the riptide

Lucia Fontana - Italy

off-grid
the wind making
my eyes tear

Adrian Bouter - Netherlands

parched earth
softened by showers . . .
white violets

Phyllis Lee - USA

campfire
the forest fills
with song

Rachel Sutcliffe - UK

rice field -
a warm wind
strums the guitar

Anthony Q. Rabang - Philippines



fire-rimmed lake
in the western sky . . .
a calf's bawl

Claire Vogel Camargo - USA

snowy air -
even the last leaf
lets itself go

Lucia Cardillo - Italy

misty afternoon . . .
seagulls and geese 
on a frozen lake 

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams - USA

----------  In the Starlight  ----------

flowing river
a heron melts
into the rocks

Shrikaanth Krishnamurthy - UK
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